
Cast Bullet Powders
Making Whatever’s On Hand Work

 
I’ll bet you thought this article would be full of loading data.  Far from it.  I’m attempting to show what powders a
typical cast bullet shooter uses on a daily basis and how you go about finding and developing data for cast bullet loads.
 
I was sitting at the bench this morning loading .22 Hornet ammunition and thinking about the various powders I was
using in developing test loads for cast bullets in the Hornet.
 
 I recall when there was only a can of Unique in the house.  This was in the late 50s and my reloading budget was very
meager in those days as I was a teenager.
 
In those days, I loaded for the 12 gauge double barrel, a M1903 Springfield and an old .38 Special Smith and Wesson
M & P.  Unique served my needs in all of them. Not perfectly but I was able to shoot all of them in some manner with
Unique.
 
What many reloaders don’t know is that almost any powder can be used to propel a cast bullet out of a rifle or a
pistol.  Years ago if you’d told me that you could use Bullseye in a .223, I’d have looked at you like you were crazy. 
Now, after years of playing with cast bullets, I know that even the fast burners have a use, even in rifles, for cast bullet
loads. Granted, performance at various levels of velocity must be considered and there are powders more suited for
various velocities than others, but you can shoot a cast bullet at some velocity with almost all of the smokeless powder
offerings.
 
We have more different powders today than ever before.  To be sure, for any cartridge and bullet combination, there is
the “one” powder that is perfectly suited and gives the ultimate in accuracy, efficiency and power. Unfortunately, most
of us aren’t financially able to have a pound of each powder on the shelf to experiment with much less the time it
takes.  Last time I went to the gun shop for powder, a two pound purchase left me holding the short end of a $50 dollar
bill.  Therefore, we search the various loading manuals and browse the web sites hoping to glean that “perfect” powder
for the current “cartridge of our dreams” without buying half a dozen new powders.  Either that, or we try to “make
do” with something that we already have on hand.
 
Over time, most cast reloaders develop their favorite powders and this is what you’ll find on the bench.  Many cast
shooters are old fogies like myself.  We grew up on Hercules powder (now Alliant) because of the cost, versatility and
availability.  Hodgdon entered the picture in the 1950s with their surplus powders and we used that until it was all
gone so there will probably be a couple of cans of Hodgdon there also left over from old habits. Then, if they are like I
was, once a year, the old box of Sierra 180 grain boat tails was dusted off as well as a can of 4895, 3031 or 4064 and
about 30 rounds of .30/06 was loaded for deer season. Most of this was spent in re-zeroing the old Springfield and
maybe 10 rounds were saved for deer season. Of course, in time, a .222 Remington joined the family and 4198
appeared on the bench.  So, you’ll find a couple of cans of IMR there also.
 
If you’ve been into the cast game for a while, there may also be some Accurate Arms powders, maybe even some
Ramshot and Vita and there could even be some 8 pound jugs of milsurp powders because of the economy involved.
For some reason, probably their attitude towards reloading, Winchester Western has never catered much to the cast
crowd.  You’ll find WW296 used by the .44 Magnum shooters, a lot of different powders used by the IPSC shooters
but the majority of the WW burned in cast is WW231 by pistol shooters and some of the more exotic ball powders by
rifle cast shooters.  WW just has never gotten on the bandwagon with cast shooters as have the other powder
companies.
 
That’s your typical powder inventory for us old guys.
 
What Do You Need?
 



What you need depends on what you intend to reload for. In my opinion, there are many categories and sub-categories
of powder and each is tailored for some specific purpose.
 
Obviously, there are areas where powders will overlap between categories and the kind of reloader you are and what
constitutes a light, medium and heavy load in your mind.
 
These recommendations are mine and are the powders I normally have on hand or have used in the past.  Many
powders are not listed as I can’t have them all and hesitate to write about things that I have no knowledge of. I’m sorry
if your favorite powder isn’t listed.
 
 
 

Category Pistol Rifle Use
Light Load
Powders

Red Dot
Clays
700-X
Bullseye
Green Dot
WW231
Titegroup
 

Red Dot
Clays
700-X
Bullseye
Green Dot
WW231
Titegroup

Used for light
loads in both
pistols and with
light bullet for
rifles

Mid Range American Select
Green Dot
WW231
Unique
Universal
Herco
Blue Dot
Longshot
2400
 

American Select
Green Dot
Unique
Herco
Blue Dot
2400
4227
4759
 

Used for
midrange loads in
both pistol and
rifle

Field and
Hunting

2400
4227
Accurate #9
Lil Gun
H110
WW296
 

2400
4227
4759
Reloader 7
4198
Accurate 2015
3031
4895
 
 

Used for fairly
heavy loads in
pistol and hunting
loads in rifle

Heavy Loads 2400
Lil Gun
H110
WW296

4064
Reloader 15
4350
4831

Used with heavy
bullets for heavy
loads in both
pistols and rifles

 
 
 
Where Do I Find Data?
 
Ah, an interesting question. Most of us that have been into cast bullet reloading will have an accumulation of reference
material going back and covering what kind of projectile that David used to Kill Goliath.  Some of this data is old and
outdated and many of the powders have gone by the wayside over the years and have been replaced by something



better.  There is a lot of data out there for powders no longer available.  A prime example is Hi Vel Number 2. There is
loads of data but no longer any Hi Vel.
 
Many of the more recent reloading manuals list loads for jacketed bullets in calibers that we use for cast bullets.  This
data will normally be too much for cast bullets but can be used for cast bullets if reduced.  I normally look at the
suggested starting loads and cut them back a bit.  I was looking for data for the .375 H & H with cast bullets several
years ago.  Lyman’s suggested data for cast bullets in the .375 H & H was a weak offering.  Finally, I took jacketed
data for 4198, 4895 and 4064 and dropped back and eventually developed loads in the 17-1800 FPS range that I
wanted.  I’ve been shooting them now for about 10 years with no problems.
 
The internet is a source of data and many of the cast bullet websites have reference libraries you can draw information
from.  These sites are of great interest.  I have often told newcomers to ask the questions about reloading that they
think are stupid.  Chances are, someone on the web site has done it before, is doing it now or wants to do it and will be
glad to correspond.  Just a caution here, approach loading data off the internet with caution.  Maybe the guy is okay
and a safe loader and maybe not.  It’s not worth an injury or ruined gun to jump right in on a load with both feet and
no caution.
 
Then, there are the powder company sites.  Most of these sites have data listed for download for their powders.  This is
a cheap and reliable source especially for new powders on the market.
 
What if there is no data?
 
This is a commonly asked question and a good one.  Many of the older cartridges and milsurp rifles we are currently
working with have no readily available published data as they have fallen into disuse or have been bypassed by time. 
If there is no data, you develop it. The next question should be, “How?”  For every cartridge known, there is some kind
of data.  It may be only one load but there’s data.  If not, there has to be a cartridge of similar size and caliber.  You
use the closest known data to a cartridge you want to load for, cut the charge about 20% and try it.  You chronograph it
and then work up to a level that you feel is enough or pressure signs show. I was looking for loads some time back for
the .32 Winchester Special. Again, this old favorite has fallen into disuse over the years and there is not much
published current data for it.  I took .30/30 data for the same weight bullet, as the case capacity is almost the same and
used .30/30 starting data.  With the bigger bore, the loads worked out just fine.
 
If you have data for a cartridge and want to use another powder and have no data, here is where a Burn Rate Chart
comes in. A burn rate chart lists all of the powders in their burning order.  Normally they will do this from the fastest
to the slowest but it will be stated on the burn rate chart when published. When using burn rate charts, insure that it
comes from a reliable source.  I use the one off the Hodgdon website.  Its clear and concise and easily downloaded and
printed out.  A copy stays on the loading bench.
 
The burn rate chart won’t tell you what charge to load but it will tell you how fast a powder will burn in relationship to
another powder.
 
For an example, if you have a load for Unique for certain pistol/bullet combination, you can substitute Herco in the
same weight as it has a slower burning rate. Then it’s a matter of working up until you get the desired load while
watching for pressure signs.
 
I recently finished an article on small bullets in the .223 Remington.  I had done one on Whisper loads before that
using a starting load that Paco Kelly had called out using Red Dot.  Some of my starting whisper loads didn’t whisper
and the velocity was way above subsonic but showed no signs of pressure.  Using this data and the burn rate chart, I
was able to develop data for 40 and 44 grain .22 bullets in the .223 with a variety of powders that I had never dreamed
of using in a rifle with cast bullets.  It was a matter of seeing what a known powder did and substituting a slower
burning powder and working up or substituting a faster powder and cutting back 20% initially and working up to the
velocity I wanted.  I ended up using a right fair sampling of the fast burners in the .223 for small bullets.  Now, I’m
doing the same thing with the .22 Hornet.  It’s work, but darn it, someone has to do it and then the rest of us will have



a starting place and some fairly reliable data. Besides that, I enjoy doing it.
 
Establishing a Powder Baseline
 
This is my name for it at least.  When I start developing a load for a new cast bullet caliber, I normally choose the
heaviest bullet in my inventory that I think is suitable for use.  This is my baseline bullet.  Any other lighter bullets will
shoot all safely with data that I develop with this bullet.
 
Then, I’ll select all of the powders on hand that I think are suitable for propelling this bullet in the given caliber.
 
I’ll start first with and known data.  Using known data and the burn rate chart, I’ll cut back the initial charge and test
fire and keep increasing the charge a little at a time until I establish what I think are safe loads based on pressure signs,
average velocity and standard deviation readings. I repeat this process with all of the potentially suitable powders on
hand. You can quickly eliminate some of the unsuitable powders with the first or second firing due to pressure signs,
low velocity or case capacity.   Eventually, you’ll end up with a set of powders for a given bullet weight in a specific
cartridge that will work for you.  This is what I refer to as the powder baseline. After this, using your known data, you
can tweak your loads for the optimum accuracy or substitute lighter bullets with no problems.  Occasionally, you’ll
encounter lighter bullets that may perform better with faster burn powders than they do with powders normally
associated with the cartridge you are loading.  I recently encountered this with very light (40 grain) bullets in the .223
Remington.  With faster burning powders, I achieved better accuracy and velocity than with some of the old standby
medium burn powder that I had gotten good results with using heavier bullets. So, don’t eliminate a powder entirely
from consideration.
 
Use your burn rate chart, make wise reloading decisions and keep accurate records and you’ll be able to develop an
accurate load for almost any cartridge/bullet combination.
 
This is how the old cast bullet guys do magic in picking a load for a new powder out of thin air.  It ain’t magic, it’s
just a good working knowledge and understanding about the tools they have around them.
 
So, arm yourself with all of the reference material you can find and a good burn rate chart, make safe, logical decisions
about your loads, keep accurate records and you will be able to have data for your particular loading situation with
almost any powder on your bench.
 

John Goins/aka beagle
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


